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Seabird Fact File
Use the internet and non-fiction books to research these seabirds

Atlantic Puffin
What does a puffin look like?

You can stick in a photo you've found or try drawing one yourself!

Colour in the places this bird is found...Distribution

What is their conservation status? How many puffins are in the UK?

What do puffins like to eat?Fun Facts!
 What is a baby puffin called?1.

2. What is a common nickname for puffins?
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Colour me in!

Atlantic
Puffin

Help the
puffin get
to the fish! 
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Seabird Fact File
Use the internet and non-fiction books to research these seabirds

Black-legged Kittiwake
What does a kittiwake look like?

You can stick in a photo you've found or try drawing one yourself!

Colour in the places this bird is found...Distribution

What is their conservation status? How many kittiwakes are in the UK?

What do kittiwakes like to eat?Fun Facts!
There are 2 different types of kittiwake! 
But how can you recognise them?
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Black-legged
Kittiwake

Colour me in!

Draw your
own Kittiwake

chick!
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Seabird Fact File
Use the internet and non-fiction books to research these seabirds

Arctic Tern
What does an arctic tern look like?

You can stick in a photo you've found or try drawing one yourself!

Colour in the places this bird is found...Distribution

What is their conservation status? How many arctic terns are in the UK?

What do arctic terns like to eat?Fun Facts!
Fill in the gap:

Arctic terns have one of the longest

___________ of all animals in the world.
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Colour me in!
Arctic Tern
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Seabird Fact File
Use the internet and non-fiction books to research these seabirds

Common Guillemot
What does a guillemot look like?

You can stick in a photo you've found or try drawing one yourself!

Colour in the places this bird is found...Distribution

What is their conservation status? How many guillemots are in the UK?

What do guillemots like to eat?Fun Facts!
Guillemot eggs are one of the most pretty
and interesting in the world!  

But why? Find 2 key features 
.

 

1.

2.
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Colour me in!
Common Guillemots
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Can You find all the Seabird
Species that you could

Spot around the UK?

 
 

Cormorant
 

Kittiwake
 

Guillemot
 
 
 

Storm Petrel
 

Razorbill
 

Puffin
 

Great Skua  

Herring Gull
 

Arctic Tern
 

Gannet
 

Fulmar
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Can You find All the tools
we use to protect our

seabirds?

 
Seabird Watch

 
Puffarazzi

 
Data

 
Surveys

 
 

Conservation
 

Teamwork
 

Education
 

Action

Cameras
 

Monitoring
 

Citizen Science
 

Optimism
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 Answers! 
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